
APUSH Examination Review Guide

Unit 2– 1607-1754

Section 1— Significance of Turning Points

1607

Changes— the English create their first permanent settlement at Jamestown, Virginia, the French create 
their first settlement at Montreal, Quebec, and the Spanish at Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Continuities— imperial rivalries, issues with the Native Americans, slavery, and immigration and migration

Turning Point: The entrance of the English as the dominant power on the globe after the defeat of the 
Spanish Armada and the creation of Jamestown will begin the process of the Anglicized dominance of the 
North American continent and the slow, but precipitous decline of Native American life. 

1754

Changes— the development of the British colonies comes to an end in North America and war breaks 
out between Britain and France over disputed territories in North America and around the world

Continuities— the growth of slavery, immigration and migration, Native American conflict, and issues in 
foreign affairs between the British and the French

Turning Point: The French and Indian War would lead to the American Revolution and eventually the 
independence and development of the United States of America. 

Section 2— Key Terms as Defined by the Curriculum Framework

Spanish Colonization— America in the World— After the defeat of the Spanish Armada in 1588, the 
Spanish try to populate their North American land holdings by creating a mission system to establish 
small towns and to convert the Native Americans to Catholicism.

British Colonization— America in the World— Occurs in two differing forms- in the South beginning in 
1607 lesser nobles who would not have inherited land in England establish the beginning of for-profit 
colonies based on the labor of indentured servants and later of slaves from West Africa; while in the 
Northern colonies in 1619 religious migrant dissidents set-up colonies of small trading and farming 
communities.

Indentured Servants— Ideas, Work, Exchange, and Technology— servants who came to the colonies to 
work for a period of time before receiving land in exchange for their contracted service (unlike slaves- 
indentured servants would have certain freedoms)

Covert Resistance— Ideas, Work, Exchange, and Technology— slaves would often resist in subtle ways by 
for example- not working quickly, breaking tools, etc.



Homogenous society— Ideas, Beliefs, and Culture— in the New England communities where slaves were 
few in number a society of craftworkers, farmers, and small shopkeepers developed around tightly-
wound religious-based villages.

The Pueblo Revolt of 1680— Ideas, Beliefs, and Culture— fed up with decades of Spanish rule, the 
Pueblo Indian tribes of Northern New Mexico execute a revolt with their nomadic counterparts and 
expel the Spanish from their territories around Santa Fe for about twelve years. The Spanish do return, 
but from this point forward there is a tenuous co-existence between the Spanish and their Native 
American subjects. Domesticated animals such as horses and cattle escape leading to later— the great 
ranches of the American Southwest and the development of the Native American horse cultures of the 
Great Plains. It was also the first major victory of a Native American alliance over a European power.

Atlantic World— Ideas, Work, Exchange, and Technology— this term refers to the European powers and 
their colonial holdings in the Americas and the goods and people who are exchanged between them 
throughout the period.

Enlightenment Ideas— Ideas, Beliefs, and Culture— emerging in Europe as a result of the Scientific 
Revolution, the ideas of the Enlightenment begin the break down the feudal class systems of Europe and 
in return begin to sprout new ideas of human rights, liberty and equality in the colonial worlds of the 
European powers in the Americas. 

French Colonization— America in the World— the French sought to establish trading posts throughout 
the Mississippi and Ohio River Valleys in the interior of the North American continent which made them 
establish trading posts and to develop a better and more dependent relationships with the Indians than 
the peoples of the other European powers. Their settlements were often smaller in population and more 
geographically spread out as a result.

Intermarriage— Ideas, Beliefs, and Culture— in the French, Spanish, and Dutch colonies, settlers often 
intermarried with their Indian counterparts creating hybrid cultures in the Americas, whereas the English 
who came in larger families and in some cases, like in New England in family groups, did not do so.

Atlantic Slave Trade— Immigration and Migration— slaves from West Africa were sent to the Americas 
to harvest cash crops which would be refined into produced or finished goods and then sold or 
bartered in Europe and the American colonies.

New England Colonies— Immigration and Migration— Puritan dissenters developed their own colonies 
in Massachusetts Bay and Plymouth— and later dissenting groups within these early Puritan communities 
would create new colonies such as Rhode Island, Connecticut, and New Hampshire (Maine was a part of 
Massachusetts until 1819 and Vermont became a state in 1791).

Diverse Middle Colonies— Immigration and Migration— originally New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, 
and Delaware were controlled by the Dutch— who encouraged immigration from a variety of places in 
Europe which led to the development of the diverse Middle Colonies; later Pennsylvania, would be 
settled, too, by Quakers who also encouraged diverse sources of immigration and in general these 
colonies would have a better relationship with the Indians.

English View of Land Ownership and Gender Roles— Ideas, Beliefs, and Culture— land was to be 
managed and owning property connoted status in the colonial world— women were never equal to men 
as they did not have the ability to own property in most cases.



British Imperial System— Ideas, Work, Exchange, and Technology— through the Navigation Acts, the 
British created a system of mercantilism which meant that trade was regulated such that raw materials 
came from the colonies to be created into finished products which were then sold in European markets 
or back into the colonies. The colonists sometimes smuggled goods to make more profits off of the 
system.

Dutch Colonization— Immigration and Migration— the following future colonies: New York, New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania, and Delaware were controlled by the Dutch— who encouraged immigration from a variety 
of places in Europe which led to the development of the diverse Middle Colonies.

Cross-Racial Sexual Unions— Ideas, Beliefs, and Culture— inter-marriage in the French and Spanish 
colonial societies- somewhat with the Dutch, too— created hybrid colonial cultures, but in the English 
colonies a strict racial separation was predominant.

Overt Resistance— Ideas, Work, Exchange, and Technology— slaves would lead rebellions against their 
masters or refuse to work— the punishments for such activities was almost always death in every case.

Puritans— Immigration and Migration— Protestant dissenters who sought to create their own religious 
communities in what will become the New England colonies (Calvinists)

Staple Crops— Ideas, Work, Exchange and Technology— tobacco, sugar, rice, and indigo, were the major 
for-cash or for-profit crops that were grown and harvested by slave labor during this period (cotton is 
not a major cash crop until the late 18th century).

Anglicization— Ideas, Beliefs, and Culture— to bring the culture of England into every aspect of colonial 
life— including the Church of England into the religion of the southern colonies.

Mercantilist Economies— Ideas, Work, Exchange, and Technology—  meant that trade was regulated such 
that raw materials came from the colonies to be created into finished products which were then sold in 
European markets or back into the colonies and it was enforced through a series of Navigation Acts.

Section 3— Primary Source Analysis

Source One

Title: A Jamestown Settler Describes Life in Virginia in 1622
Author: Sebastian Brandt
Point of View: Brandt believes that he will find riches in the New World.
Purpose: He is trying to secure items such as tools and spices from London to search for more riches 
and to live a better life.
Audience: He is writing to Henry Hovener, a Dutch merchant. 
Context: The English settlement of Jamestown is on the verge of expanding into Indian territory, has 
established the first representative government in the English colonies, and is about to shift from looking 
for wealth to the production of cash crops— such as tobacco.  

Source Two

Title: John Winthrop Describes Life in Boston in 1634



Author: John Winthrop
Point of View: Since the Indians have died from smallpox and now the Puritans have the land, it was by 
the hand of God that this happened in their favor.
Purpose: It is a letter to Nathaniel Rich which is designed to showcase the growing prosperity of the 
Massachusetts Bay Colony and the port town of Boston.
Audience: Nathaniel Rich
Context: After an initial wave of Puritans, a second wave of migrants has come to create a new colony 
Massachusetts Bay and due to the death of so many Indians from European diseases the English are 
finding themselves in the possession of new lands. 

Section 4— Turning Points in US History:

1619

Changes— the beginning of slavery in the American colonies, the first representative government is 
established in Virginia and the first New England colony is developed in Plymouth
Continuities— Native American conflicts and imperial rivalries
Turning Point: It introduced the development of the southern and northern colonies and introduced 
slavery as a major issue in the lives of the British American colonists.

1675

Changes— Bacon’s Rebellion, King Phillip’s War and the shift from indentured servitude to slavery
Continuities— imperial rivalries and Indian conflicts, plus immigration and migration
Turning Point: Bacon’s Rebellion led to the growth of slavery in the southern colonies; while King Phillip’s 
War led to the growth of anti-English sentiment in New England as the English crown tightened its 
control over a colonial region for the first time. 

Section 5— Crash Course Video Review Guides:

Video #2— When is Thanksgiving?

1.Contrast the motives for settling Massachusetts Bay Colony (MBC) with Jamestown and include 
evidence. — Jamestown— to become wealthy, to find gold, but it did not exist; MBC— religious 
dissidents
2. Describe the difficulties encountered with the Jamestown settlement AND the solutions. — there was 
no gold, no one knew how to farm and eventually a head right system was established that brought 
farming settlers into Virginia.
3. What impact did tobacco have on Jamestown and in England both economically and socially? — it 
made up a lot of tax revenue and it was very lucrative— it led to a small, male-dominated population of 
very wealthy people, with a growing population of poor indentured servants- most of whom were young 
men, when the men died, Maryland on the other hand became a Catholic project.
4. What problem did the Pilgrims and Puritans have with the Church of England & describe the Puritan 
religion. — it was too Catholic in its trappings; Puritan religion— strict



5. What was the Mayflower Compact AND what was its significance? — an agreement of laws for the 
Pilgrim community to abide by in the New World; a first step at constitutional government by contract.
6. How was MBC similar to and different from Jamestown? — hoped to make money, but there was 
more autonomy as the investors moved with the colony to give it authority and legitimacy.
7. What did Winthrop mean by “City Upon a Hill” and what is the significance of this document in US 
history? — Boston, a special place that was a model Christian community for all to see; the needs of the 
many outweigh the needs of the few- American exceptionalism
8. To what extent was MBC democratic with a belief in equality?— church members could participate; 
inequality was also seen as God’s will, but they wanted a literate community so that the Bible could be 
read.  

Video #3— The Natives and the English

1. What did Chief Powhatan quickly realize AND what action did he take? — the English were starving 
and that they were also useful- he decided to help them
2. Describe the trade between Native Americans and colonists AND the problems that resulted? — both 
traded surplus goods—iron tools and guns to Indians; food to Europeans (English fenced in land and the 
domesticated animals ate Indian crops); Indians had to hunt more and fought one another for the fur 
trade, agriculture became less important to Indians which also hurt their chances for survival.
3. Describe the importance of Pocahontas with the Jamestown settlement AND Native American-
Jamestown relations with her absence. — captured by the English and married to John Rolfe, she 
converted to Christianity and died of disease in England— but for a time there was a brief peace 
between the Jamestown settlers and her tribe; after her death and that of her powerful father, the Native 
Americans struck back but were eventually defeated by the English which led to Virginia becoming a royal 
colony.
4. Describe the Puritans’ conflicted view of Native Americans. — some tried to treat them fairly, others 
wanted them moved because they were not improving the land and needed Christianity, but there way of 
life gave a sense of equality 
5. Contrast the Pequot War and its effects with King Philip’s War and its effects? — Pequot— all were 
massacred or sent into slavery; it nearly ended English settlement in New England and it was incredibly 
brutal.
6. Describe the brutality of Native Americans and the significance of each instance. — Indians saw the 
grazing animals were a sign of colonists as needing to have more territory, so they were brutal even to 
farm animals like cattle
7. HAPPY Chart the Mystery document. — Context- King Phillip’s War; Audience- The Colonists; 
Purpose- to give rules for war; Point-of-View— the war was a way for them to preserve their way of life, 
as their Christian community had become a failure.

Video #4— The Quakers, the Dutch, and the Ladies

1. Describe the Dutch motivations for founding New Amsterdam AND the results of becoming NY? — 
businessmen, it was a commercial enterprise; invited a diverse set of immigrants to settle it; population 
doubled, but it meant less economic freedom for women and free African-American men
2. Describe the characteristics of the Quakers AND their “Walking Purchase.” — tolerant, opposed 
slavery, respected the Indians; but tricked the Indians out of their lands
3. What were the attractions to settling in PA AND who made up a large portion of its immigrants? — 
most could vote and cheap land led to German immigrants



4. What was the purpose of South Carolina AND the significance of the settlers from Barbados? — to 
create sugar plantations and this meant that slavery took root in large numbers in it.
5. HAPPY Chart the Mystery document. — Context- Bacon’s Rebellion; Audience- government of 
Virginia; Purpose- to promote a rebellion against the governor of Virginia; and Point-of-View- the 
government was unfairly parceling out land in areas that were dangerous for former indentured servants 
and that that government was also not doing enough to protect them from the Indians.
6. Describe Bacon’s Rebellion, 2 effects, AND list NEWMAN’s 3 effects of the rebellion. (p. 29 and 37) — 
wanted to kill more Indians and wished for better lands; burned Jamestown to the ground; a shift away 
from indentured servitude to slavery, and the consolidation of English power of the colonies
7. Describe Andros and The Dominion of New England AND the effects of the Glorious Revolution. — 
He was the hated colonial governor of the Dominion of New England which consolidated all of the New 
England colonies plus New York and New Jersey together for a time and led to discontent in the 
colonies, especially in New England. The Glorious Revolution brought the Dominion of New England to 
an end. From this point forward after the Religious Toleration Act of 1690, property ownership not 
church membership became the standard for voting and political power in New England. (Salem Witch 
Trials began)— all Protestants were seen as equals
8. What 2 reasons account for the increase in New England’s population & what was an effect of this? — 
no diseases like in the South and there were fewer Indians, so the population grew and so also did its 
prosperity
9. Describe colonial society with respect to class and gender. — there were a variety of jobs- particularly 
in the northern colonies; the colonies especially in the South had a very wealthy class of plantation 
owners, but the large mass of landowners were male, but not necessarily wealthy (however, an 
abundance of food meant more people immigrated here for the high standard of living and longer life 
span by 1750; male-dominance was written into law, but women were important producers of craft 
goods in the colonial home).


